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Illumination-Dependent Requirements for
Heterojunctions and Selective Contacts on Silicon

Brianna Conrad, Luca Antognini, Amalraj Peter Amalathas, Mathieu Boccard, and Jakub Holovský

Abstract—High efficiency silicon solar cells generally feature
heterojunction or selective contact architectures, for which there
is current interest in developing structures using a wide range
of materials. The requirements that these layers must fulfill have
been investigated previously for standard test conditions. Here
we investigate how those requirements change under different
illumination conditions. Heterojunction cells are fabricated and
the effect of modified contact layers at different illumination
levels is experimentally demonstrated. Simulations of a-Si/c-Si
heterojunctions, and metal-semiconductor junctions reveal the
dependence of the required electrode and contact layer work
functions, and contact layer thickness, on the illumination level
between 0.1 and 10 suns. The difference in requirements for cells
which are intended for use in low light conditions, as tandem
device sub-cells, or under low-level concentration is found.

Index Terms—Carrier selective contacts, Heterojunctions, Pho-
tovoltaic cells, Silicon devices, Simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

AS the quest for increasing efficiencies of silicon solar
cells continues, attention has turned from traditional

diffused homojunction cells to heterojunction (HJ) devices,
such as the c-Si/a-Si HJ interdigitated back contact (IBC) cell
that holds the current 26.7% AM1.5G conversion efficiency
record [1], [2]. The TOPCon structure, which refers to a
tunnel-oxide passivated selective contact made from poly-
silicon (in other words, a poly-Si/c-Si heterojunction cell) has
also achieved over 25% efficiency in a both-sides contacted
device [3].

Despite these results, optical losses in the top layers of
these devices are still significant, and have motivated the
search for other materials which can be used to form selec-
tive contacts. The requirements for selective contacts from a
variety of materials have been investigated using simulations
by several groups [4]–[10]. Devices have been demonstrated
with electron and hole contacts fabricated from metal oxides
including MoOx [9]–[17], WOx [12]–[15], V2Ox [9], [12]–
[15], [18], [19], NiOx, TiO2 [20], and ZnO [17], [21], as well
as III-V semiconductors [22]–[24] and organic materials [20],
[25]–[27], with varying levels of success at demonstrating high
efficiencies.
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Fig. 1. Experimental efficiency at varying illumination levels for SiHJs
fabricated according to a standard recipe, and with reduced a-Si doping and
thickness. All devices were measured at the same nominal illumination levels;
bars are offset slightly for readability.

Like most silicon solar cell research, these requirements and
results are reported for 1-sun illumination conditions. There
are, however, numerous situations in which deployed solar
cells will be working at other illumination levels, including
at high latitudes, under cloudy skies and during the morning
or afternoon. In a tandem device with a III-V, perovskite or
thin film top cell, operating under 1 sun, a silicon bottom sub-
cell will experience reduced illumination. On the other hand,
if low-level concentration is used for such a device, it may
experience higher illumination.

Given that a primary concern for selective contacts is
efficient carrier extraction [9] the amount of current which
needs to be extracted (a function of illumination level) will
affect the requirements for these contacts. It has been noted
that devices are more sensitive to non-ideal contacts at higher
illumination levels, and the Voc measured at 100 suns has
been used as a stand-in for device performance at the more
demanding maximum power point under 1-sun. 100x in this
case has been chosen due to the availability of characterization
equipment rather than for any fundamental reason [28]. There
is as of yet, no quantitative exploration of how the illumination
level affects the requirements of the materials used to form
carrier selective contacts to silicon solar cells.

This work therefore investigates how the material require-
ments for a good selective contact for a silicon solar cell vary
with illumination level. We can discover thereby to what extent
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they might be relaxed in a tandem cell, or one designed for
indoor use, or what extra requirements might be if the cell is to
be used under concentration. SiHJ solar cells fabricated with
varying emitter doping and thickness (alternatively, selective
contact work function and thickness) and characterized at
varying illumination levels, experimentally demonstrating this
variation. Such measurements at illumination levels below 1
sun are rarely reported on.

Simulations are then used to quantitatively investigate how
the material requirements for a good selective contact for a
silicon solar cell vary with illumination level. We can discover
thereby to what extent they might be relaxed in a tandem cell,
or one designed for indoor use, or what extra requirements
might be if the cell is to be used under concentration. We use
simulations of a SiHJ solar cell and simplified structures that
highlight the roles of different layers and interfaces to answer
these questions. As mentioned, a SiHJ cell is essentially a
selective contactact solar cell, and many conclusions from
these simulations, especially those of simplified structures, are
applicable to selective contacts made from other materials.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The resilience of devices to reduced doping (WF) and
thickness at different illumination levels was demonstrated
experimentally by the fabrication of SiHJ solar cells. 4 cm2

P-on-N devices were fabricated according to a baseline recipe,
with PECVD deposition time of the p-doped a-Si reduced to
2/3 of the baseline, and with the TMB dopant gas flow rate
reduced to 1/5 of the baseline. The a-Si thickness for the
reduced doping cells was measured to be the same as that
of the reduced thickness cells, meaning that they have both
reduced doping and thickness. Devices were then measured at
different illumination levels from 0.014 suns to 1 sun using a
1-sun intensity solar simulator and hand-held neutral density
filters. Maximum power points and efficiencies were extracted
from I-V curves.

The spread of device efficiencies are plotted in Fig. 1. It
is seen that reducing the contact layer thickness and WF (by
way of doping) reduces device efficiency by a significantly
greater amount at the higher illumination levels. At the lowest
illumination levels it is not clear that it does so at all.
The highest efficiencies are achieved at illumination levels
below 1 sun. While series resistance losses may be a factor,
IV curves also start to show the characteristic s-shape that
indicates that current extraction is being limited by non-ideal
contact properties (Fig. 2) [29]. In the following sections, the
dependence on illumination levels of requirements for SiHJ
solar cells and other selective contact devices are quantified
through simulation studies.

III. SIMULATION METHODS

Selective contacts are investigated primarily through the
lens of the p-type emitter of a SiHJ solar cell, which can
alternatively be viewed as the hole-selective contact of this
device. The conclusions are equally applicable to an electron-
selective contact, with the appropriate adjustments, for exam-
ple, a preference for low contact work functions (WFs) instead

Fig. 2. Experimental IV curves for a representative baseline cell and cell with
reduced contact doping and thickness at a) 1 sun and b) 0.28 suns.

Fig. 3. The SiHJ structures simulated in AFORS-HET, with the layers whose
properties are varied and investigated outlined. a) full device structure and
b) MS junction variation used in Section III-A to investigate the basic WF
requirement for a selective contact.

of high, and concern about barriers in the conduction band
rather than in the valance band.

Simulations are carried out using AFORS-HET [30] soft-
ware, with structures as shown in Fig. 3. The crystalline silicon
absorber and the rear (electron) contact layers are unvaried
throughout the study. The material properties of c-Si and a-
Si are set from the materials provided in the software. This
includes defects in the a-Si layers as described in Table 1.
The WF of the front electrode and the thickness and WF (via
doping level) of the p-type a-Si layer, which we will refer to
as the contact layer, are varied throughout the work.

In these structures, the contact layer must have a suitable
WF in its own right, and be able to screen any unsuitable
properties of the metal or TCO electrode. The combination
of contact and electrode properties must also be such that
device performance is not limited by the interface between
those two materials. To separate the requirements imposed by
each of these aspects, simplified structures are simulated first.
These include the metal-semiconductor (MS) junction shown
in Fig. 3b and a SiHJ (Fig. 3a) with the electrode WF set equal
to that of the contact layer. The details and results of these
simulations, and how they reveal the effect of illumination
levels on the requirements of SiHJ and selective contacts are
presented in the following sections.

IV. SIMULATIONS RESULTS

A. Simple Work Function Requirement

The simplest hole-selective contact is a single material with
a high WF, such as the MS junction seen in Fig. 3b. This
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TABLE I
DEFECTS IN SIMULATED A-SI LAYERS

type distribution total concentration electronic capture
Doped Layer
donors conduction tail, Urbach E = 0.12eV 1.6e20 Cn=Cp = 7e-16
acceptors valance tail, Urbach E = 0.12eV 2.4e20 Cn=Cp = 7e-16
donors Gaussian, center = 1.1eV, σ = 0.21 6.9e19 Cn= 3e-14, Cp=3e-15
acceptors Gaussian, center = 1.2ev, σ = 0.21 6.9e19 Cn=3e-15, Cp=3e-14
Intrinsic Layer
donors conduction tail, Urbach E = 0.035eV 6.4e19 Cn=Cp = 7e-16
acceptors valance tail, Urbach E = .05eV 9.4e19 Cn=Cp = 7e-16
donors Gaussian, center = 0.89eV, σ = 0.144 5.0e15 Cn= 3e-14, Cp=3e-15
acceptors Gaussian, center = 1.09eV, σ = 0.144 5.0e15 Cn= 3e-14, Cp=3e-15

principle underlies the SiHJ and other selective contacts, and
by studying this structure we can see the baseline requirements
in any of these cases, without the influence of barriers to
carrier extraction imposed by band discontinuities or tunneling
currents limited by trap density. The structure is simulated with
low surface recombination at the electrode/absorber interface
and varying electrode WF.

The simulated open circuit voltage and efficiency of cells
with different WFs are shown in Fig. 4a as a function of illu-
mination level. An expected logarithmic relationship between
the illumination level and the Voc is seen. As the electrode
WF drops below 5.05eV, the Voc is decreased, and this is
slightly more pronounced for higher illumination levels. We
see a similar trend with the efficiency of the device, but with
a more pronounced difference in the efficiency drop between
low and high illumination levels. At 10 suns, an efficiency
loss is already obvious with a 5.05eV electrode WF, whereas
at 0.1 suns, a 5.00eV electrode WF shows no losses. As has
been pointed out by previous authors [9], the maximum power
point is more demanding than open circuit as the extraction of
light generated current is required, and this demand increases
as more current is extracted.

This relationship can be quantified by looking at the WF
required to meet a certain benchmark at different illumination
levels. Previous authors have used the difference between
internal (Fermi level separation) and external voltage at the
maximum power point (∆VMP ) to evaluate the quality of
the contact, citing a relatively constant value of internal
VMP [9], [31]. However, we found in this study that this
consistency was dependent on the illumination level, with
a larger portion of voltage losses occurring in the internal
voltage as the illumination level decreases. Therefore, we
consider the efficiency loss as compared to the bulk limited
case, where further improving the contact properties resulted in
no additional efficiency improvement. These losses are plotted
in Fig. 5, wherein horizontal lines mark 0.36% loss. This
value corresponds approximately to a 10mV drop, and was
used as our condition for an acceptable contact. The electrode
WFs where this condition is met (Fig. 6) show a logarithmic
dependence on illumination levels, as

WFrequired = WF1sun +Aln(suns) (1)

with values of WF1sun and A listed in Table II. From
Fig. 5, one can see that changing the chosen requirement
within a reasonable range shifting the horizontal lines up or

Fig. 4. a) Voc and Efficiency of solar cells based on metal-semiconductor
junctions with a variety of electrode WFs between 0.1 and 10 suns. b) Voc
and Efficiency of SiHJs with flatband electrode/contact interfaces and a range
of contact layer WFs between 0.1 and 10 suns.

down would preserve the logarithmic dependency, despite the
different WF1sun value.

A real MS junction would, of course, be subject to ad-
ditional constraints, namely high surface recombination and
Fermi level pinning. If the surface recombination of this
device is left high, the required WF increases and variation
with illumination level is extremely small, as the device is
dependent on the high WF for all passivation.

For the case with Fermi level pinning, the metal WF can
be replaced by an effective work function (WF’): [32]

WF ′ = S(WF − EMG) + EMG (2)

where EMG is the midgap energy of the c-Si absorber, and S
denotes the degree of pinning - 0 for full pinning and 1 for
no pinning. Combining with Eqn. 1 the required electrode WF
becomes

WFrequired =

[
WF1sun

S
+ EMG(1 − 1

S
)

]
+
A

S
ln(suns)

(3)
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS FIT TO EQN. 1 FOR DIFFERENT STRUCTURES STUDIED

Structure WF1sun (eV) A(meV)
MS junction 5.02 218

SiHJ 5.27 310

Fig. 5. Efficiency as a function of electrode WF in (a) a MS junction-based
device and (b) a SiHJ with flatband interface between a-Si and electrode.

with the values of WF1sun and A unchanged. As Fermi level
pinning increases, so too do the required electrode WF at a
given illumination, and the slope of the required WF with
respect to illumination level. Full Fermi Level pinning results
in Eqn. 3 being undefined, as changing the electrode WF
has no effect on the effective WF, and therefore the required
effective WF cannot be reached.

Fig. 6. Required WF to maintain an efficiency loss of 0.36% or less for a MS
junction and a SiHJ with flatband a-Si/electrode interface. The first indicates
the minimum WF required by any hole-selective contact.

B. Overcoming Band Discontinuities

As compared to the MS junction considered above, the SiHJ
solar cell (Fig. 3a) has the additional constraint that the band
bending must be sufficient to overcome the barrier caused by
the discontinuity in the valance band at the a-Si/c-Si interface.
A failure to fulfill this condition leads to S-shaped I-V curves
and dramatically reduced cell efficiencies, even when Voc may
not be affected [29].

To investigate only the interaction between this a-Si layer
and the c-Si absorber, we fixed the WF of the electrode to
that of the a-Si layer, to create a flatband contact/electrode
interface. The a-Si layer thickness was set to 13nm doped
and 2nm intrinsic. The WF was varied by adjusting the a-Si
doping level. The Voc and Efficiency results shown in Fig. 4b
again show greater decrease due to low contact WF at high
illumination levels, as well as higher WFs required to reach
the limiting values than in the MS junction case.

With efficiency losses plotted as in the previous case (Fig.
5,6) a similar logarithmic relationship, as well as the need
for higher WF contact layers, and a steeper dependence on
illumination level compared to the MS junction, is seen. The
parameters for Eqn. 1 fit to this data are also shown in Table
II .

The results in these sections are also applicable to high
WF n-type hole contacts which depend on tunneling to extract
holes from the absorber valence band to the contact conduction
band. These contacts have also been seen to result in s-
shaped curves when current extraction is not sufficient [6],
[11], [13], [16]. MoOx hole contacts have been shown to
be well-modeled as metals when defect trap densities (NT )
are high enough to allow for sufficient trap-assisted tunneling,
or when the WF is high enough to allow for band to band
tunneling [7], [8], [33], making them equivalent to the MIS
junction under that condition. Messmer et al. investigated the
effect of varying both NT and WF in the trap-assisted regime,
showing that at one sun, as log(NT ) decreases, the WF-
efficiency curve is shifted to higher WF values, but maintains
the same shape [7]. From this we can surmise that for a given
trap density the logarithmic dependence of the required WF on
illumination will remain. As increasing log(NT ) has the same
effect on efficiency as increasing WF, a linear dependence on
illumination level of required NT for a given WF can also
be expected, though coefficients will vary. As the contact WF
for which band to band tunneling becomes possible does not
vary with illumination, and this process allows for high current
extraction, the required WF will not increase beyond this
point regardless of illumination level or trap density. Varying
the passivation method and barriers to carrier extraction (e.g.
by the inclusion of an i:a-Si layer) will effect the required
WFs, whether operating in the trap-assisted or band-to-band
tunneling region.

C. Electrode/Contact Interface

Having investigated the interface between the contact layer
and the absorber, we now look at the interface between the
contact layer and the electrode. To do this we simulate a full
SiHJ structure with an independent electrode WF such that
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Fig. 7. Performance of realistic devices with thick contact layers and a
range of electrode and contact layer WFs at different illumination levels. For
each illumination level, the minimum values of the color range for Voc and
Efficiency are set to 95 and 90% of the maximum, respectively, so illumination
levels can be compared despite differing absolute scales.

there is a WF difference between the electrode and the contact
layer. We focus on the case where the contact layer WF is
higher, resulting in a Schottky barrier at the interface.

Tunneling current through such a barrier increases as the
barrier height and width decreases. This means that a smaller
WF mismatch between contact layer and electrode (barrier
height) and a higher doped contact layer (leading to a narrower
barrier) both allow for increased current extraction.

Clearly, the best case is when both WFs are high. To
investigate the behavior at different illumination levels when
the WFs are reduced, simulations of full devices with thick a-
Si layers (13nm doped/2nm intrinsic, as above) are performed.
The thick contact layers ensure that the electrode will be fully
screened. Fulfilling that condition will be addressed in the next
section. Tunneling through the Schottky barrier is enabled in
AFORS-HET.

Fig. 7 shows the effect on Voc and Efficiency of reducing
either or both WFs at 0.1, 1, and 10 suns. At each illumination
level, the minimum of the color bar is the same percent of
the maximum, to allow for meaningful comparison. It is clear
that reducing the electrode WF, and thereby increasing the
Schottky barrier height, results in losses that are greater at
higher illuminations. Increasing the contact layer WF improves
the device, with a narrower barrier and better contact/absorber
interface properties having a larger effect than the increased
barrier height at the contact/electrode interface.

The minimum WFs necessary to fulfill the same 0.36%
absolute efficiency loss condition introduced in the previous

Fig. 8. Thickness of contact layer required to achieve 0.1% efficiency loss
compared to a thick contact layer, with no absorption in the contact layer.

section are found and plotted in Fig. 8, with a comparison to
the WF necessary with a flatband contact/electrode interface.
Thereby, the cases where the contact/electrode interface is the
limiting factor can be identified. This occurs when the elec-
trode WF is below 5.15-5.3 eV, depending on the illumination
level. For higher electrode WFs, the contact/absorber interface
is the limiting factor, and there is no difference between
this case and the flatband case. Inclusion of tunneling at the
contact/absorber interface could raise the transition values,
extending the range that is limited by the electrode/contact
interface. As the electrode WF drops, a higher contact layer
WF is required to maintain low losses, with a steeper increase
at higher illumination levels. At 10 suns, as the electrode WF is
reduced, the required contact WF quickly becomes higher than
the valance band level of a-Si. This highlights the importance
for application using even low concentration levels of recent
explorations of higher WF electrode materials [34].

D. Contact Layer Thickness

As previously mentioned, the contact layer must screen the
electrode layer if the latter’s WF is too low. This means that
the contact layer must be thick enough to contain the band
bending induced by the electrode layer, and return to a WF that
is favorable for the contact/absorber interface. The distance
over which this occurs in known as the Debye length:

LD =

√
kBT

q

εs
qNQ

(4)

where NQ is the net fixed charge density in the semiconductor.
Therefore the contact layer must have sufficient combination
of thickness and charge density. It is important to note that
this does not refer only to the ionized dopants, but to the total
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Fig. 9. Required WF to maintain an efficiency loss of 0.36% or less for a MS
junction and a SiHJ with flatband a-Si/electrode interface. The first indicates
the minimum WF required by any hole-selective contact.

space charge of this region as determined by the combina-
tion of ionized dopants and defects. Therefore, the screening
lengths are considerably reduced by the presence of defects,
as described by Varache et al. [5].

Devices were simulated with varying contact layer thick-
nesses for several WF combinations and illumination levels.
Absorption in the contact layer was set to zero to allow for
uncomplicated assessment of the electrical properties. The
thicknesses required to reach 0.1% efficiency loss from that
with a thick contact layer are plotted in Fig. 9. (Note that this
considers screening length only, and not the effect of interfaces
investigated previously. A fully screened electrode with a
poor contact WF will still perform poorly). A logarithmic
dependence of the required thickness on illumination level
is seen. Thicker layers are required when the a-Si WF is
lower (black circles and red squares). A steeper dependence
of thickness on illumination level occurs when the electrode
WF is higher, or the contact WF is lower.

The dependence on illumination level is interesting here, as
there is nothing in the Debye length equation that depends on
the illumination level. The charge density NQ is that of the
fixed charges. The higher extraction rate at higher illumination
levels does not significantly affect NQ. Examination of the
simulated band diagram with varying contact layer thicknesses
(Fig. 10) shows the origin of the illumination dependence.
In cases where the contact layer is thinner than the Debye
length, the electrode WF will still be partially screened. There
is a maximum WF reached before the band begins to bend
back under the influence of the absorber, thereby creating an
effective contact layer WF. As we showed previously, lower
illumination levels require lower contact layer WFs. Therefore,
a less complete screening of the electrode, and a thinner
contact layer can be tolerated.

Fig. 11 shows the device efficiency with a 5.1eV elec-
trode WF and two different contact layer WFs at different
illumination levels for varying contact layer thicknesses. For

Fig. 10. Simulated band diagram with different contact layer thicknesses,
showing partial screening and a reduced effective contact layer WF with thin-
ner layers. This results in a thinner layer being needed at lower illumination
levels.

Fig. 11. Efficiency of devices with varying contact layer thickness. Minimum
thicknesses needed for sufficient screening of electrodes are indicated with
vertical dotted lines.

these simulations, absorption in the a-Si contact layer is once
again included. The required screening thickness from the
previous step is also indicated. The effect of reduced current
from thicker layers is clearly seen, with ideal thicknesses
that are slightly thinner than the screening thicknesses. The
combination of a high WF and thin contact layer allows a
closer approach to ideal than a lower WF and thicker layer.
With absorption in the a-Si layer considered, illumination
level affects the ideal thickness of the contact layer, with
thicker layers stil preferred at higher illumination levels. The
difference, however, becomes very small with high contact
WF.
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V. CONCLUSION

Through AFORS-HET simulation of SiHJ solar cells and
MS junctions we have quantitatively investigated selective
contact requirements at different illumination levels. The con-
tact layer WF and thickness requirement varies logarithmically
with illumination for a given electrode WF. The slope of
the trend is determined by factors that include band offsets
and the chemical passivation of surfaces and interfaces. These
results are applicable to contacts formed from other materials
as well. In hole contacts which rely on band-to-band or trap-
assisted tunneling, the band alignment which allows for highly
efficient band-to-band tunneling will not vary with illumina-
tion. However, when trap-assisted tunneling is required, we
expect similar logarithmic dependencies on illumination for
the required contact WF and log(NT ). The details of this must
be investigated in further work with simulation tools that allow
for the inclusion of such processes. From this work it can be
seen that higher WF materials are required for devices that
operate under concentration, even at low levels, and that lower
illumination applications can make use of devices containing a
wider range materials, and thinner layers, as selective contacts.

Appendix one text goes here.
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